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Summary

Continuous extraction of water has resulted in depletion of available water sources in and around the industrial areas. In addition, wastewater discharge into natural watercourses has caused surface and groundwater pollution, leaving water unsafe for potable use and impairing industrial use without major and costly treatment. The current low-cost end-of-pipe treatment approach will become increasingly expensive as effluent discharge standards become more stringent. Meanwhile, technological advancements now make it possible to treat wastewater for a variety of industrial reuses. Most industries in even developing countries are already moving towards wastewater reuse and source separation, and treatment of separated effluents is gaining more attention. The wastewater reuse potential in different industries depends on waste volume, concentration and characteristics, best available treatment technologies, operation and maintenance costs, availability of raw water, and effluent standards. Radical changes in industrial wastewater reuse have to take into consideration rapidly depleting resources, environmental degradation, public attitude and health risks to workers and consumers.
This article discusses the potential for industrial wastewater recycling and reuse and treatment technologies in attaining such a goal, in an increasingly competitive market and stringent regulatory environment.

1. Introduction

Since the Second World War, rapid development has improved the standard of living and quality of life for millions of peoples the world over. This growth has come at the cost of a thirty-fold increase in the use of fossil fuels and a fifty-fold increase in industrial production over the past century. As a result, significant amounts of once freely available natural resources have been consumed by industry, leaving the earth depleted for future generations. Much of the waste produced from these activities is directly discharged into natural water bodies. In developed countries, industry is the biggest consumer of water and accounts for 50% to 80% of total demand. This is far more than the 10% to 30% in developing countries where agriculture is the largest consumer. However, industrial water use is certain to increase over the next decade. In many countries, the high rates of consumption in the last decade have exceeded capacity to replenish dwindling water sources and put excessive pressure on existing resources driving up the cost of raw water for industrial applications.

Discharge of wastewater into natural water bodies is also increasing costs for industries located downstream and this translates into higher production costs which are inevitably passed on to consumers. This discharge is also exceeding natural purification capacities and depleting dissolved oxygen below levels which can support aquatic life. Meanwhile, industries using groundwater have caused severe damage to aquifers and their recharge capacity resulting in lower groundwater levels each year. For countries located in coastal areas, seawater intrusion is also threatening to make groundwater unsuitable for direct use.

Public awareness and government application of effluent standards has already forced many industries to implement appropriate treatment technologies. Initially, industries adopted simple physio-chemical treatment systems, but rapid degradation of the environment has forced governments to implement more stringent regulations for wastewater effluent and these standards have led to more advanced biological and membrane technologies.

As water for industrial applications becomes less easily accessible, industry is looking for ways to recycle and reuse treated water. Figure 1 shows how raw water for industrial applications can be supplied by recycling and reusing industrial and municipal wastewater.

Reusing wastewater is an attractive economic alternative and helps conserve an essential commodity for future generations. Economic use also reduces the quantity of waste diverted to treatment facilities and further lowers treatment costs. Companies invest in wastewater treatment and reuse not just to comply with effluent standards but because product recycling and raw material recovery benefit a company’s image as well as the bottom line. In contrast to agriculture, only a small fraction of industrial water is actually consumed. Most is discharged as wastewater.
Industrial wastewater treatment has taken place in a series of development phases (Figure 2) starting from direct discharge to recycling and reuse. This development has been slow considering the growing awareness of environmental degradation, public pressure, implementation of increasingly stringent standards, and industrial interest in waste recycling. The declining supply and higher cost of raw water is also forcing industry to implement recycling technologies. Many industries are now concentrating on methods to abate potable water intake and reduce discharge of polluted effluent. The move toward wastewater reuse is reflected in different “cleaner production” approaches such as internal wastewater recycling, reuse of treated industrial or municipal wastewater, and reuse of treated wastewater for other activities.

Figure 1. Wastewater recycling and reuse domain

Figure 2. Development of industrial wastewater treatment and reuse
The potential for industrial wastewater reuse is dependent on a variety of factors and differs from one industry to another. Industries consuming a large volume of water obviously have greater potential for internal reuse. Similarly, simple physical and chemical treatments may be sufficient for wastewater produced from activities such as washing floors and cooling. Other industrial wastewaters have high concentrations of toxic chemicals, which must be removed, but this is actually an advantage if useable by-products can be recovered.

Programs for planned industrial recycling and reuse began in the USA in the 1940s when chlorinated domestic wastewater effluent was used for steel processing. In Sweden, a 5 to 6-fold increase in reuse was recorded from 1930 to 1970. During the last quarter of the century, the benefits of promoting wastewater reuse as a means of supplementing water resources have been recognized by most state legislatures in the United States and the European Union. Interest in reuse is now growing in other parts of the world in response to demand for high quality, dependable water supplies for agriculture, industry, and domestic uses but it has only been in the last quarter of this century that wastewater reuse technologies have been adopted in Asia. Practices implemented in China, for example, have resulted in an average rate of industrial wastewater reuse of 56% in 82 major cities in 1989, with a maximum reuse percentage of 93%.

2. Water Availability and Consumption

Of the estimated 44 538 km³ of water available in the world, only 1% is fresh water; half of it in rivers, lakes and swamps. Readily accessible water for human use is about 0.007% of all the water on the planet. Although the total water available is sufficient to meet estimated demand at present, distribution is not uniform. Table 1 shows total water balance per continent. America, Australia and Oceania have the highest per capita water resources. Asia has far less. Asian countries must therefore think more seriously about conservation because the available per capita water is decreasing every year while consumption has been growing at more than twice the rate of population increase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Continent</th>
<th>Annual stream</th>
<th>Water resources per inhabitant (Thousand m³ per year)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Volume (km³)</td>
<td>Total percentage (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>4570</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>14,410</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>3210</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North and Central of America</td>
<td>8200</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania</td>
<td>2040</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South of America</td>
<td>11,760</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World</td>
<td>44,538</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Food and Agriculture Organization URL: http://www.fao.org/

Table 1. Water balance per continent
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